The MSU Center for Interdisciplinarity presents a Master Class: "Using the Arts to Flip Understanding." This event is co-sponsored by the Linguistics and Languages Department and the Intermedia, Department of Art, Art History, and Design.

Margot Greenlee, Associate Professor of Electronic Art and Technology, presents "Who Owns a Cultural Heritage Site?" on March 18, 2022.

David Benedetto, Professor, Department of Philosophy; Linguistics and Languages, presents "The Limits of Sociolinguistics in Skepticism about" on April 1, 2022.

Camelia Suleiman, Assistant Professor of Electronic Art and Technology, presents "Experiments with Digital Technologies and Intermedia," and Abhishek Narula, Associate Professor of Electronic Art and Technology, presents "Who Owns a Cultural Heritage Site?" on April 1, 2022.

The new C4I Affiliate Faculty web page directory has now been created.
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Inter- or transdisciplinary nature of proposal: what different ways of knowing are combined in the project, and how are they knowing and will express interest in how these ways of knowing relate to the project?

Abstract:

Note: Registration will be limited to 20 people.